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A new survey finds Democratic Senator Bill Nelson locked in a close contest with Republican Governor 

Rick Scott, with Nelson trailing by a single point – 44% to 45%. The survey shows that, unsurprisingly, 

expanding access to recreational fishing is a very low priority for voters. More important, a positive 

message touting Nelson’s work on the Modern Fish Act – using language taken from the Coastal 

Conservation Association’s own website – does not improve Nelson’s standing and may actually may cost 

him votes. By comparison, a message contrasting Scott’s role in creating the Red Tide and algae bloom 

crisis with Nelson’s work to fix Scott’s mistake moves the vote a net eight points in Nelson’s favor. It is 

clear that there is little political upside to Nelson in spending finite resources messaging on recreational 

fishing, and that it may actually come with a political downside, particularly when issues such as the Red 

Tide provide much stronger alternatives. 
 

KEY SURVEY FINDINGS: 

• Few Floridians catch their own fish or actively support CCA.  While 70% of Floridians report that they 

usually access seafood caught via commercial fishing (purchased at a restaurant or grocery store), just 

11% say they usually access it by catching their own fish (another 19% don’t know or don’t eat 

seafood). Meanwhile, just 3% of Florida voters report that they are a member or supporter of the 

Coastal Conservation Association. 
 

• Expanding access to recreational fishing is a very low priority. Unsurprisingly, expanding access to 

recreational fishing is a very low priority to Florida voters, particularly outside of the small minority 

who catch their own seafood.  Overall, just 14% of voters – and 10% of Senate swing voters – rate this 

issue a very important factor in their vote for Senate – far behind every other issue tested. By 

comparison, two-thirds of voters rate “dealing with the Red Tide and algae blooms that are damaging 

our coastal economy,” very important to their vote, putting it in the top tier of issues – ahead of public 

education or immigration. Red Tide beats expanding fishing access, even among the 11% of voters 

who catch their own fish. 
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ISSUES IN THE RACE FOR SENATE 
Ranked by % very important among total 

  Access Fish Caught Via… 
 Total  Senate Swing Commercial Recreational 

Protecting Social Security and Medicare 80 71 84 58 
Creating more good jobs and higher wages 69 80 67 64 
Dealing with the Red Tide and algae blooms 67 76 72 55 
Providing more funding to public education 60 75 65 32 
Securing our borders and fixing our immigration system 58 56 61 61 
Expanding access to recreational fishing 14 10 15 39 
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• Positive messaging on the Modern Fish Act does not boost Nelson, may actually cost him votes. 

After voters are read a single positive message touting Nelson’s championing of bipartisan legislation 

to expand access to recreational fishing – using language taken directly from the website of the CCA 

– Nelson actually loses ground, moving from one-point down to a three-point deficit (43% to 46%), 

with very little movement among any partisan group. By comparison, when voters are read a single 

message that contrast’s Scott’s disastrous record on the Red Tide with Nelson’s efforts to fix Scott’s 

mistake, Nelson moves from down one to a seven-point lead (48% to 41%), thanks to gains among 

Democrats, independents, and Republicans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ABOUT THIS POLL 
Global Strategy Group conducted a survey of 600 likely 2018 Midterm election voters in Florida between September 25-30, 
2018. The results of this survey have a margin of error of +/-4.0%. We conducted a split sample exercise to test the impact 
of a positive message on the MFA vs. the impact of a comparative message on the Red Tide. Each split had a sample of 300 
and a margin of error of +/-5.7%. Care has been taken to ensure the geographic and demographic divisions of the expected 
electorate are properly represented based on historical turnout. 

 
APPENDIX 

 
Red Tide Message: Rick Scott gutted environmental safeguards and gave his corporate donors free reign 

to pollute our water, leading to the Red Tide and algae blooms that are damaging our coastal economy. 

But Bill Nelson is leading a bipartisan effort to develop a strategy and provide the funding needed to fix 

Rick Scott’s mistakes, and combat these devastating algae blooms. 

 
Modern Fish Act Message: Bill Nelson is championing bipartisan legislation that would give Florida’s 

hundreds of thousands of recreational anglers better access to recreational fishing in federal waters. 

Nelson’s bill would modernize antiquated regulations that restrict access to public waters, promote 

conservation of our natural marine resources, and spur economic growth. 

VOTE MOVEMENT 
Red Tide Initial Informed Change 

Total -1 +7 +8 

    

Democrats +78 +87 +9 

Independents -4 +5 +9 

Republicans -74 -67 +7 

    
Modern Fish Act Initial Informed Change 

Total -1 -3 -2 

    

Democrats +74 +72 -2 

Independents +1 -1 -2 

Republicans -79 -79 0 


